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Dangaard Telecom will be the first to distribute the Nokia 330
Auto Navigation

Dangaard Telecom, one of the world leading distributors of mobile
phones, will be the first to distribute the Nokia 330 Auto Navigation.

The Nokia 330 Auto Navigation is a personal navigation device with a 2GB
memory card containing Europe-wide maps and a built-in GPS receiver. The
user will follow directions from the large 3.5 inch colour screen, where
instructions can be tailored after preference with adjustable 2D/3D, day or
night view, language or volume.

Great expertise and experience
Dangaard Telecom has developed a number of advanced services within
mobile telephony and logistics, and has through this managed to position itself
as a value adding link between the other players in the telecommunication
market. Dangaard Telecom has through its extensive representation in 15
countries, a wide access to the telecommunication and navigation market,
and great expertise and experience in handling advanced mobile products.

An active and decisive role
“We see this opportunity to distribute the Nokia 330 Auto Navigation as a very
positive next step in our long-term cooperation with Nokia. In all countries, we
have highly skilled employees within Mobile Navigation Solutions waiting to
fulfil every need our customers may have,” says Operation and Marketing
Director Europe, Mobile Enhancement, Martin Haugaard Petersen, Dangaard
Telecom.

For further information, please contact:
Head of Mobile Enhancement
Martin Haugaard Petersen
Dangaard Telecom
Phone: +45 73 30 30 80
GSM:   +45 22 10 23 61

About Dangaard Telecom
Dangaard Telecom is Europe’s largest distributor of mobile phones,
smartphones and original accessories for mobile phones. The company is the
preferred Value Adding Distributor for a number of the world’s largest
manufacturers of mobile phones, Mobile Network Operators, Service
Providers, retail chains and enterprise customers. The strong position, gained
through many years of experience, is achieved by being flexible, proactive
and innovative in the relationship with our cooperation partners.



Today, Dangaard Telecom is represented by subsidiaries in 15 countries. The
company has approximately 1000 employees and the turnover in the financial
year 2004/2005 was EUR 1.3 billion.
www.dangaard.com


